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Purpose
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With Leadership Philosophy for the 
Evolving Business the goal is to leave you 
with key questions about you as a leader 
in a world where the future has already 
merged itself with the present.



Today’s Agenda

Evolution of Supply Chain Management

Redefining an Evolving Business

Let’s Get Philosophical about Leadership

Bigger Questions for the Future
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Evolution of SCM
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What have we gone through as an 
industry and what does it tell us?



Redefinition of Logistics - 80s
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Logistics is part of Supply Chain from “Point of 
Origin to Point of Consumption”. An internal 
silos function with external dealings.*

*Council of Logistics Management (1986)

Product FlowPurchasing

Logistics
Marketing 
and Sales R&D

Finance



Business Processes - 90s 
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Supply Chain Business Processes

Customer 
Management

Demand 
Management

Order 
Fulfillment Manufacture Procurement

Product 
Development

Integration of key business processes from end 
user through original suppliers that provides 
products, services and information that add value 
for customers and other stakeholders*

*The Global Supply Chain Forum (1994)



Relationships – 2000s
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Information FlowTier 1 & 2 
Suppliers Producer Customer

End 
Consumer

The management of multiple relationships 
across supply chain and integrating processes 
across all identified members [enter 
stakeholders] of the network*

*Lambert, Cooper and Pagh (1998)



We’ve Come A Long Way
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Product Flow

Supply Chain Business Processes

Information Flow

Purchasing

Logistics
Marketing 
and Sales R&D

Finance

Tier 1 & 2 
Suppliers Producer Customer

End 
Consumer

Customer 
Management

Demand 
Management

Order 
Fulfillment Manufacture Procurement Product 

Development

Return on Investment



The Big Idea Back Then

Companies will need to operate their 

supply chains as extended enterprises with 

relationships which embrace business 

processes*
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*James E. Morehouse (1995)



The Big Idea This Minute

B L O C K C H A I N *

A U T O M A T E D *

E F F O R T L E S S
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*Gartner (2018)

Return on Investment with Apparently Zero Need for Relationships



The Evolving Business
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How are companies dealing with this kind 
of crazy transformational forceful shift?



The Evolving Business

Forces Wanting Change Forces Resisting Change

Leadership Lifeline in the Evolving Business

Technology

Economics

Competition

Efficiency

Job Security

Traditional Norms

Fear of Coping

Vulnerability

Force-Field Analysis



Change Management Fails
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70% of Change Management initiatives fail*. Why:

Reactive processes and mechanistic tools used

Enforced without choice on those impacted the most

The answers come from a select few in authority

Impact is not managed organization-wide

Too much focus on measuring incremental change

*John Kotter (1998)



Evolving Business Features

Change is a Big Group Game
Less measurement, more paradigm shifts
Less process, more collaboration
Consultant is not the expert (YOU are!)
Move from diagnosis to futurising
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The Evolved Business
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No vision

No trust

No goals Time and skill 
become irrelevant

System has your back

If vision is complete, 

you cease to exist

Blockchain will 

change the way we 

trust

Notions of time, 

space & distance 

have shifted

Vision always remains 
unreachable



Philosophical Leadership
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Let’s get philosophical. What does 
leadership look like for evolving business?



Current Scenario

Management and leadership are 
responsible for people, performance, culture

Accountability enforced by reward schemes

Management techniques are set of 
principles to control behavior with 
reinforcement, role modeling, values
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The Evolved Leader
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Greatness

Purpose

Freedom Freedom recognized, 
accepted, practiced

Work towards a 
quest, not goals that 
end with time

The only question 

is how to “be”

Trust based on 

level of inspiration 

generated by you

Free will will be 

required

Compete only 
against oneself



Evolving Leaders

Key to leadership for 

the evolving business is 

the act of confronting 

subordinates with their 

own freedom*

Complete recognition of 

free will of individuals 

working in an organisation

The open admission of 

freedom means employees 

do not need to be 

extrinsically motivated

Automation will leave us 

only with our freedom
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F R E E D O M

*Koestenbaum and Block (2001)



Evolving Leaders

Key to leadership for 

the evolving business is 

to ultimately help others 

find and fulfill purpose in 

a superficial existence

Money, job security, title will 

not be reasons for wanting 

employment with no jobs 

left for weak human brains

Automation and A.I. will 

confront humanity to ask 

‘what makes us human’?

Recruiters only ask - ‘what is 

your purpose?’
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P U R P O S E



Evolving Leaders

Key to leadership for 

the evolving business is 

to redefine greatness as 

having the questions, 

and not all the answers

Deal with paradoxes, 

opposing forces, 

contradictions, evil

Philosophical perspective 

that everyone has own 

truth; there are infinite ways 

and infinite answers

The only management to 

be done is handle emotions
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GREATNESS



Bigger Questions
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What does the future call for? We don’t 
need a crystal ball. It’s plain to see. 



Future Reality Check
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WHAT WE THINK RIGHT NOW LEADERSHIP IN EVOLVED BUSINESS

People want to escape from 
being held accountable
Leaders are responsible for 
how their people behave 
Employees need leaders to 
guide their choices at work
Freedom takes a backseat 
when business needs to scale

Accountability will not have to 
be imposed or enforced
Motivation related to purpose 
fulfillment, not job security
Individuals are responsible for 
their own choices / behavior
Top leaders not given credit or 
criticism as much as today



The Big Idea for Tomorrow

The more we’re dealing with the speed 

of change, the more we need to think 

about what is timeless and fundamental 

to our organisation’s reason to be.
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The Big Idea for Tomorrow

Numerical certainty, predictive 
capability and data analytics will 
become the “soft” side of business. 
Humanity, relationships, feelings and 
meaning will become “hard” decisions.
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The Big Idea for Tomorrow

The need to control others’ freedom is 

a way of dealing with four base 

emotions we want to avoid out of any 

conflict: anxiety, guilt, death and evil.
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Question for Evolving Leaders
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What happens to the competitive 

landscape when all companies are 

able to acquire the ability to produce 

the highest quality goods? On what 

basis will we compete?



Question For Evolving Leaders
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How will you confront the newfound 

freedom once your and others’ job 

no longer exists? Are you prepared 

to find a bigger meaning and a 

higher purpose? 



Question For Evolving Leaders
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Who will you be when actions and 

behavior will no longer be the criteria 

of performance in the future world of 

effortless work? When the only 

barometer is how you feel?



ScholarConsultants.com 29

We are human beings, not human doings.
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